
IT TAKES COMPLETE DEDICATION TO MOVE A SWIM SPA OFF 
THE SHOWROOM FLOOR – IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR INSTANT 
GRATIFICATION, THIS MAY NOT BE THE PRODUCT FOR YOU.
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Photo: All About Spas & Leisure Living in Roswell, N.M., delivers a swim spa.
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WHEN CHRISTIAN RYAN, owner of Premium Wholesale Home & Leisure in Ontario, 
Canada, decided to start selling swim spas eight years ago, he put three of them on his show-
room floor. He figured that, once people came in and saw them, they would just start selling. 

IT TOOK HIM ALMOST A YEAR TO MOVE THE FIRST ONE.
“I think that if we had just bought one, we would have said forget it,” Ryan says. But they 
had to keep working to sell the other two investments. “The next one came easier and, once 
we started advertising them, we started to gain some traction.” Now swim spas are a vital 
part of Premium Wholesale’s business, making up approximately 20 percent of annual sales.

RYAN LEARNED A VITAL LESSON IN THOSE FIRST COUPLE OF YEARS 
SELLING SWIM SPAS: THEY’RE A PRODUCT YOU MUST DEDICATE 
ATTENTION TO, COMMITTING TO THE SALE FROM START TO FINISH.

BY MICHELLE L. CRAMER
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KNOW WHAT YOU’RE GETTING INTO 
Beyond the initial investment, a commitment to selling swim 
spas begins with fully understanding what goes into offering 
them. The sales process alone is far lengthier than a regular hot 
tub’s, requiring more communication with the customer to seal 
the deal. 

Because a swim spa is a bigger purchase than a hot tub, 
both in square footage and in dollars, it takes more consideration, 
says Debi Bonds, vice president of All About Spas & Leisure 
Living in Roswell, N.M. “They usually have to spend a little 
time deciding if they can justify the price,” Bonds explains. 
“The finances need to be worked out in their mind, whether 
they can afford to pay for it or need to finance it.”

Determining the installation process is also a time-consuming 
aspect of the sale. Even after a customer commits to purchase, 
it’s not like the ease of sitting a hot tub on a pre-existing patio. 
Swim spas not only require new concrete — or digging if it is 
to be placed in the ground — but electrical installation as well. 
You also need to use a crane to place the swim spa into the 
backyard. All of this requires time to determine where the  
swim spa will best fit, and working with contractors and their 
schedules. Sometimes this equates to months.

“Most hot tub stores are looking for quick, impulse  
opportunity — instant gratification on the sales process,” 
says Joseph Stone, owner of Swim Fitness in Sacramento and 
Manteca, Calif., where he estimates that 95 percent of his 
annual sales are from swim spas. “The time commitment is key. 
A swim spa operation must be designed to adapt to the months 
it may take to get closure on a deal. Not always, but at least be 
in a position for a year or more.”

ADVERTISE, ADVERTISE, ADVERTISE
If you want swim spas to be a part of your business, you’ve  
got to get the word out about what you’re offering. Depending 
on customers to just walk in the door and make an impulse 
purchase is not going to sell a swim spa.

First, know your target market. “We find that a swim spa 
customer is usually older than the average hot tub customer, 
and they usually have a higher family income,” Bonds says. 
Most who walk in the door are already prepared to buy a swim 
spa; they just need help determining which one will best fit 
their needs.

And those in the market for a swim spa have needs aplenty. 
“I think a lot of them understand that it’s the last hope of being 
able to accomplish their goals,” says John Trzcinka, president of 
Dimension One Spas of San Diego. “They either have physical 
maladies like fibromyalgia or arthritis, or they’ve just not had 
success losing weight and getting fit through other modes of 

exercise.” As such, most swim spa customers have already done 
research before stepping foot on the showroom floor.

The key is getting them to come to you, and that’s where 
the advertising comes in. Once Ryan realized ads were a necessity 
to move swim spas, he started using Google Adwords. For sales 
events, they would put flyers in the newspaper that used the 
slogan Swim in your backyard all year long. “We now do a lot 
of tent sales and bring them to home show events,” Ryan says. 
“We get a lot of interest from those events and Google.”

STAYING CONNECTED WITH YOUR CUSTOMER
Once you get customers in the door, you have to walk them 
through the entire sales process. You need to check in with  
customers from the moment they enter your store to the 
moment the last nail is driven into their custom pergola over the 
swim spa.

Even the presentation 
for a swim spa is longer. 
Trzcinka recommends all  
of his potential swim spa 
customers do a wet test, 
which can take up to 45 minutes. Bonds sees positive results 
from wet tests, too: “Most swim spa customers want to try 
them out first, and our closure rate is much higher with the 
customers who will bring their suits and jump in,” she says.

Ali Reynolds, co-founder and sales manager for The Get 
Smart Group, a San Francisco–based marketing consulting 
firm, worked for Joseph Stone at Swim Fitness for a year selling 
swim spas. Stone lost a salesperson around the time he hired 
The Get Smart Group to help with his swim spa advertising 
utilizing a program called Infusionsoft. They both thought  
having Reynolds on board to experience the sales process  
firsthand would benefit everyone.

“During the course of the year that I was working for him, 
I wrote all of the follow-up copy for the swim spa campaigns 
for his system, which became the basis for the 20 systems we’ve 
since built for other dealers,” Reynolds says. As she learned  
the sales process, she developed a follow-up strategy that  
maintained communication with the customer and guided  
the sale from contract to installation.

“I had an epiphany at one point because there were so 
many email follow-ups and phone calls that we had to make,” 
Reynolds says. “I realized if I tell them what the process is — 
guide them through the questions they need to answer to make 
a decision — it went from a six-month sales cycle to a month 
or two.”

The Infusionsoft program, a customer-relation management 
tool, takes care of this process for you. Potential customers fill 

For more information on the 
Infusionsoft program offered by
The Get Smart Group, visit 
sellmoreswimspas.com.

COMMITTMENT TO SELLING SWIM SPAS
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out a contact form on your website, which helps determine the 
customer’s level of interest in the swim spa. That information 
goes into the CRM automatically.

The CRM then starts sending personalized follow-up emails 
to these potential customers until they call for an appointment 
(or request to stop receiving correspondence). These emails  
contain everything a customer needs to know about buying a 
swim spa. “It takes the administrative load off your staff because 
none of us have time to email all those leads all of the various 
questions, call them, manage the customers we have and  
continue the operations of our business,” Reynolds says.

Although this is an automatic system, each email is personalized, 
providing the customer-service experience you want to offer but 
don’t often have the time for. “The customer experience is extremely 
important, and with the customer spending upwards of $50,000 in 
some cases, they expect to be taken great care of,” Stone says.

IT TAKES PASSION
Believing in the lifelong benefits of swim spas is crucial. After all, 
you can’t make the commitment necessary to sell them if you 
aren’t excited about them in the first place. Trzcinka began  
selling swim spas in 2008 after observing how few spa dealers  
put much effort into the category. “I was really passionate about 
seeing if I can make a difference,” he says. While hot tubs  

contribute to about 75  
percent of his annual sales, 
swim spas are his main  
motivator. He even has one 
in his own backyard.

“You’ve got to be willing 
to learn and be open-minded 
— but most of all, to be suc-
cessful, you have to be pas-
sionate about it,” Trzcinka 
says. “If you’re not passionate 
about the people you work 
with in this part of the business, 
then it’s not worth doing. 
Don’t waste your time  
putting a token swim spa on 
your showroom floor and 
saying you’re in the swim spa 
business.” You need to have a 
strategy in place, know who 
your target market is and 
market toward them. To be 
a successful swim spa dealer, 
you have to be all in. n

TIPS FROM EXPERIENCED 
SWIM SPA DEALERS:
SPACE: Make sure you have the 
space on your showroom floor 
to display one, but preferably 
two, swim spa models.
ADVERTISE: Commit to an  
ongoing advertising campaign 
to generate interest and attract 
potential customers.
GET SERIOUS: Provide outstanding 
customer service. Customers 
investing upwards of $50,000 
expect to be taken care of.
EXPERIENCE: Provide wet tests for 
customers, which can often seal 
the deal.
SUPPORT: Find a manufacturer 
that really believes in its swim 
spas, and will help train and 
guide you through selling them.
BELIEVE: Don’t bother selling 
them if you’re not passionate 
about them.

SURVEY RESULTS
WE ASKED HOT TUB RETAILERS TO TELL US 
ABOUT THEIR STORE’S SWIM SPA SALES

NUMBER OF SWIM SPAS IN STOCK
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AVERAGE NUMBER OF SWIM SPA 
UNITS SOLD PER YEAR

0-1

2-4

5-7

11+
8-10

AVERAGE SWIM SPA REVENUE PER YEAR

50%
$0 - $15,000

30%
$15,000 - $75,000

15%
$76,000 - $275,000

5%
$275,000+

CHECK OUR FACEBOOK AND TWITTER 
FEEDS TO SEE MORE SURVEY RESULTS:

FACEBOOK.COM/SPARETAILER
TWITTER.COM/SPARETAILER


